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ABSTRACT
Resource disaggregation is prevalent in datacenters since it provides high resource utilization when compared to servers dedicated to either compute, memory, or storage. NVMe-over-Fabrics (NVMe-oF) is the standardized protocol used for accessing disaggregated storage over the network. Currently, the NVMe-oF specification lacks any semantics to prioritize I/O requests based on different application needs. Since applications have varying goals – latency-sensitive or throughput-critical I/O – we need to design efficient schemes in order to allow applications to specify the type of performance they wish to achieve. Furthermore, with additional tenants, we need to provide the respective specified performance optimizations that each application requests, regardless of congestion. This is a challenging problem, as the current NVMe specification lacks semantics to support multi-tenancy. Our early study research poster brings awareness to the ways in which we can bring multi-tenancy support to the NVMe-oF specification.

1 INTRODUCTION

The term performance has different meanings for applications since some applications optimize for latency while others optimize for throughput. Hence, the underlying storage system/runtime needs to be made aware of whether the application I/O is latency-sensitive or throughput-critical. Since the underlying storage runtime is not multi-tenant aware, it treats all the I/O requests with the same priority. The problem is exacerbated by the fact that the NVMe-oF protocol, a popular remote storage protocol, does not support passing application hints to the storage system about their performance goals.

Some work has been done to add priority and Quality-of-Service (QoS) support to local SSD accesses [1–4] while others have implemented the same for disaggregated storage [5, 6]. ReFlex [5] uses a highly customized storage disaggregation stack to enable priority support while our design adds priority design to the popular NVMe-oF protocol used for storage disaggregation. blk-switch [6] simulates the priority in Intel SPDK [7] by varying the niceness value of the different application processes and does not tag individual application I/O requests. Thus, there is still a gap to truly support priority schemes in the userspace NVMe-oF runtime with multi-tenancy support.

We take a preliminary step in studying necessities of multi-tenancy support in SPDK’s NVMe-oF protocol and illustrate the early benefits of supporting multi-tenancy. Unlike previous work, we move our implementation into the userspace. In the future, we hope to create an extensive evaluation of multi-tenancy support for NVMe-oF.

2 MOTIVATION

In this section we would like to answer the question - What are the benefits of multi-tenancy support? In datacenters and HPC, it is common for a multi-tenancy environment to be highly desirable and allows devices to serve more applications and users at once. Considering that different applications may not optimize for the same performance goals, SPDK’s NVMe-oF will not be able to deliver desired performance respective to each application. By supporting multi-tenancy within SPDK, each application will be able to achieve a specified performance optimization strategy regardless of other concurrent applications.

For this early study, we choose to augment Intel SPDK with priority schemes and multi-tenant support since it is a widely used userspace storage library in HPC systems. For instance, Intel Distributed Asynchronous Object Storage (DAOS) which is a widely popular exascale storage stack [8–10], internally uses SPDK [11]. Another question that presents itself - What factors of existing SPDK NVMe-oF protocol violate multi-tenancy support? In our early observations, we have framed two major factors that prevent it multi-tenancy: computation order and semantic data passing. The main requirement of multi-tenancy support is to provide the respective performance optimization that is specified by an application and we review them in this section.

Computation order. The NVMe-oF target processes each request in the order received. Thus an application with low latency objectives may be required to wait behind a very large number of requests from a high throughput application. As shown in Figure 1, we can observe multiple requests from two different applications of different performance objectives and how a latency-sensitive application may have long latencies for its requests. Thus the multi-tenancy requirement is not upheld. Latency-sensitive requests can also disrupt the throughput-critical requests as the target must now switch between processing two different types of requests within one batch of throughput-critical requests. This can negatively impact throughput-critical requests for high-throughput applications which similarly will not uphold multi-tenancy requirements.

Another issue is that SPDK sends too much completion notification packets to optimize for high-throughput applications. Each I/O request requires the NVMe-oF target to deliver a request completion
notification. For high-throughput applications, these large number of request completion notifications consume CPU processing and can reduce throughput. The reduction in throughput becomes more visible when multiple applications begin concurrent requests.

**Semantic Data Passing** The SPDK library does not support any priority schemes that would allow the storage system to discern I/O requests. Thus, the traditional userspace NVMe-oF storage runtimes can neither interpret nor handle the differential requests to maximize the specific performance goal the application may desire. This can only be achieved by providing the semantic data within each request that denotes the optimization strategy of the application. In order to bridge this gap we need to enable priority semantic data passing in SPDK-based NVMe-oF runtime to support multi-tenancy.

## 3 Evaluation

**Experimental Setup**: Our test environment uses Chameleon Cloud [12] storage_nvme nodes to provide 10/25Gbps Ethernet experiments. We use an AMD EPYC 7352 2.3GHz processor with 24 cores and 256 GB RAM.

**Performance Analysis**: In our early experiments we show results for throughput on two different interconnects and the throughput and latency concurrency. We compare the default SPDK numbers running the perf benchmark with a queue depth of 1 and 128 as the baseline against latency sensitive and throughput critical initiators from our design, respectively.

It is observed that there are two factors that are needed to achieve performance improvement: 1) proper window size selection and 2) network speed.

**Window Size Selection**: In our design, we define window size as the number of requests coalesced into one completion notification network packet. Figure 2 shows throughput and latency of our design over increasing window sizes. In this experiment we observe performance results with multi-tenancy using one throughput-critical initiator and one latency-sensitive initiator. Our design achieves a peak throughput gain of 35.9% at a window size of 32, and over all window sizes, achieves an average improvement in throughput by 20.6% over SPDK. This is also in tandem with maintaining a low latency with the difference in latency at -4.5%. Overall, we can see that a large window size (64) may not always be optimal and a small window size (<32) will not maximize throughput.

**Network Performance Impact**: In this subsection, we observe results with 10 and 25 Gbps Ethernet speeds and how they influence performance. Figure 3 shows performance gain from the baseline SPDK to our design with varying window sizes. For factor 2), we can see that both SPDK and our design are hindered in performance when using 100Gbps speeds. In this case, the network becomes the bottleneck as it is already saturated. If we observe the 25Gbps Ethernet, we are able to increase throughput as window size increases. For a window size of 64 at 10Gbps, the completion notification packets begin to observe more time before being received by the initiator, exacerbated by network bottleneck, and may negatively impact performance.

## 4 Conclusion and Future Work

Our early study design provides the ability for workloads to specify their I/O optimization strategies — latency-sensitive or throughput-critical — and makes the NVMe-oF runtime multi-tenant aware. Our design shows the benefit of coalescing request completions for userspace NVMe-oF runtime. In the future, we will co-design more HPC and datacenter applications with the proposed design schemes to demonstrate the benefits.
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**Figure 1**: Baseline SPDK timeline of request completions of two different initiators.

**Figure 2**: Throughput of one NVMe-oF initiator sending throughput-critical requests concurrently with one sending latency-sensitive requests. Varying window sizes are shown (PF-4/8/16/32/64).

**Figure 3**: Throughput for 10 and 25 Gbps while sending a throughput-critical write workload.
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